Humane Society International touched the lives of thousands of street dogs and helped local activists and governments fight the dog meat trade.

- HSI helped the city of Dhaka, Bangladesh, stop dog culls. We conducted humane dog population management programs in Bhutan, India, the Philippines and Bolivia and launched or supported projects in Panama, Chile, American Samoa and Guam. During the 2014 Sochi Olympics, our transport of street dogs to the United States personalized the issue for Americans.

- In Puerto Rico, where pet overpopulation results in shelter euthanasia rates near 95 percent, we delivered spay/neuter services to 1,317 dogs.

- HSI and allies are helping Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos and Thailand stop dogs from being brought to Vietnam for human consumption, and we’re working to depress consumer demand for dog meat.

- In China, HSI-supported advocates and other groups saved more than 8,000 dogs from the meat trade, including Colby, rescued from a dirty cage at a dog meat festival and now part of a multi-species family in Texas. Nearly 7,000 dogs were adopted locally, and HSI funded care for those awaiting adoption.